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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Since at least the 1980s, there has been a rapid expansion in the number and size of
Export Processing Zones (EPZs) across many parts of the developing world. This
proliferation has been of some concern to many within the human rights movement,
primarily because of some evidence of low and deteriorating labor standards within
these zones. Successive reports on the outcomes of EPZs published by international
organizations such as the ILO, the OECD and the World Bank, show a mixed overall
picture of the impact of EPZs on wages, working conditions, rights of association and
gender discrimination in the workplace – but also provide evidence of some egregious
examples of serious violations of these and other fundamental labor rights in some
circumstances. These reports provide a similarly mixed picture of the economic
outcomes of EPZ experiments, in terms of export development, employment, dynamic
spillover effects, and growth.
The human rights impacts of EPZs include more than labor issues. Where EPZ projects
attract large numbers of migrant workers, the availability of essential facilities – housing,
water, electricity, medical and educational services – can fail to keep pace with demand.
The movement of migrant workers can also lead to the rapid introduction and spread of
communicable diseases, with consequent impacts on the right to health. The sheer
scale of some EPZ projects can cause significant disruption to local communities during
the initial construction phase. The rights to life and health of individuals living and
working in the vicinity of EPZ projects may also be affected by any environmental
damage caused by economic activity within the EPZ. There is also some anecdotal
evidence of emerging human rights issues relating to the trend towards the private
management and operation of EPZs.
There are still significant gaps in the available data on the human rights impacts of EPZ
projects. In particular, there is a need for additional research on human rights impacts of
corporate activity in EPZs, outside the employment relationship, and beyond the issues
specified in the corpus of internationally recognized labor rights. Adequate data on
these broader issues – relating to health, housing, social dislocation as well as a range
of civil and political rights – is lacking, in large part due to the labor rights emphasis of
those institutions and NGOs which have traditionally focused on EPZs. Host countries
of EPZs should be encouraged to establish institutionalized monitoring mechanisms to
help gather data on the human rights impacts of EPZs. These monitoring mechanisms
should be adequately staffed and resourced, and should cover the entire gamut of
internationally recognized human rights, including, in appropriate circumstances, rightsrelated environmental effects.
While trade liberalization can drive improvement in human rights conditions, it does not
suffice unless it is accompanied by flanking regulation by the host state, which puts in
place adequate social protections for impacted individuals and communities, and
ensures an equitable distribution of the gains from trade. In the EPZ context, perhaps
the most obvious example of such flanking regulation is labor legislation to implement
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internationally recognized labor rights, alongside adequate mechanisms of investigation,
adjudication and punishment to make these legislative frameworks effective. In addition,
strengthened labor market regulation should in most cases also be accompanied by
stronger and more elaborate environmental standards and monitoring. Host states
should also carefully consider and plan for the infrastructural (health, education, water,
sanitation, housing) needs of the workers employed in the EPZ as well as surrounding
communities. All of these measures ought to be accompanied by well-resourced,
careful, ongoing monitoring of the human rights situation in and around EPZs, and
updated and revised where appropriate. These flanking policies should be embedded in
the design of an EPZ project at an early stage, and be treated by host states as integral
parts of the project.
Importantly, however, the effective integration of human rights concerns into trade policy
decision-making means more than just the addition of flanking social regulation. For
many human rights advocates, it also means that human rights are posited much more
explicitly and directly as the ultimate aim of all economic decision-making. In the EPZ
context, this may require that project developers explicitly assess in advance the human
rights implications of the choices that confront them – and make those choices on the
basis of those human rights assessments. Furthermore, policy-makers could be
required to identify and explain in some detail the precise human rights improvements
which a particular EPZ project is expected to bring – in the short term and long term,
and for particular groups and for the population as a whole. Mechanisms could in
appropriate circumstances be established to ensure a degree of public accountability in
respect of these goals.
In his most recent report to the UN Human Rights Council, the Special Representative
of the UN Secretary-General on Business and Human Rights (Special Representative),
Professor John Ruggie, reiterated the need to study the constraining effect which trade
agreements may have on the ability of states to implement their human rights
obligations, including their duty to protect individuals from corporate human rights
abuses [Special Representative's 2009 report to the Human Rights Council, described
further below]. The concern is a real and relevant one, particularly given the constraints
which international trade law can place on other aspects of states’ activity relevant to
their human rights obligations. However, in the specific context of policies to address
human rights issues in EPZs, this problem appears less serious. It is hard to imagine
any clear and unambiguous case of any measure required by the host state’s duty to
protect, which is prohibited under WTO law.
Another question which arises is how to create an international environment which
encourages, facilitates, and, where necessary, provokes host states to do more to fulfill
their duty to protect in respect of human rights abuses occurring in and around EPZs.
Specifically, some have argued that trade agreements may be a useful tool in this
regard, and there has been considerable pressure to include labor issues in trade
agreements in a variety of different ways. There has been considerable debate within
the human rights community itself about the appropriate place of human rights
conditionality in trade relations. On the one hand, human rights law ought to discourage
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the use of unilateral trade sanctions, where they are imposed for purely protectionist
purposes, or where they have an unjustifiable negative incidental impact on human
rights, or where they are targeted so broadly as to unjustifiably affect non-violating firms
operating out of EPZs. On the other, trade conditionality for human rights purposes can
be a useful tool, provided it is accompanied by institutions and forums for routinised
dialogue with the exporting state, is imposed as a last resort after more cooperative
solutions have failed, is as targeted as possible, and is based on multilateral standards.
Looking forward, three issues in particular present themselves. First, the key challenges
for human rights in EPZs seem primarily to be at the level of implementation rather than
normative development. One of the primary tasks for the international human rights
movement, therefore, must be to assist in generating the governance capacity in many
parts of the developing world to address human and labor rights issues in the context of
EPZs before they arise. Second, as many developing countries redesign their EPZ
regimes to ensure compatibility with WTO law over the coming decade, it will be
important to ensure that human rights voices are adequately represented in debates
about the strategic direction of EPZ policy, and that EPZ regimes are re-embedded
within new and stronger domestic governance regimes which pay closer and more
systematic attention to human rights concerns. Third, the trend towards private sector
management of EPZ should be closely monitored, as it may present particular human
rights challenges in some contexts.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since at least the 1980s, there has been a rapid expansion in the number and size of
Export Processing Zones (EPZs) across many parts of the developing world. In their
typical form, EPZs are geographically delimited areas created by a host state, which
offer certain economic incentives to export-oriented businesses to physically locate
within the zone. Broadly speaking, the purpose of creating such zones is to boost local
employment, generate additional export income, diversify the host country’s export
base, and to facilitate industrial upgrading through technology transfer and foreign
investment. In recent decades, they have been used by many developing countries to
help manage a larger strategic transition from a highly protected, inward-oriented
domestic economic policy, to a liberalized, globally integrated, outward-oriented
domestic economy.
As EPZs proliferated through the developing world during the 1980s and especially the
1990s, they began to attract considerable attention from human rights institutions and
organizations. These institutions and organizations were interested in EPZs primarily
because of some evidence of low and deteriorating labor standards within these zones
– particularly in those zones which hosted businesses in the textiles, apparel and
footwear sectors, where low labor costs were perceived as an important means of
securing international competitiveness. As a result, there is by now a considerable body
of research cataloguing the labor rights record of businesses operating within EPZs,
both positive and negative. EPZs remain squarely on the international human rights
agenda as a source of ongoing concern.
This paper draws on this existing work in exploring the relationship between trade
agreements, business and human rights based on the Protect, Respect and Remedy
Framework for dealing with business and human rights, first set forth by the Special
Representative in 2008 and then unanimously welcomed by the UN Human Rights
Council. Now widely referred to as the UN Framework, it rests on three pillars: the
State duty to protect against human rights abuses by third parties, including business,
through appropriate policies, regulation, and adjudication; the corporate responsibility to
respect human rights, which means to act with due diligence to avoid infringing on the
rights of others; and greater access by victims to effective remedy, judicial and nonjudicial.1 This paper focuses on the implementation and operationalization of the
Framework’s first pillar, the State ‘duty to protect’ in the context of EPZs. What
implications might the duty to protect have for host countries wishing to establish an
EPZ, or to review the operation of their existing EPZ regimes? How might human rights
concerns be more effectively integrated into the design and implementation of EPZ
projects?
Importantly then, the topic of EPZs has been chosen not just for its intrinsic importance,
but also as a window more broadly into how the Framework might have relevance for
the global trading system. In his 2009 Report to the Human Rights Council, the Special
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Representative recalled the need to understand and specify the relationship between
trade agreements and the subject matter of his mandate.2 This echoes calls from other
international human rights bodies for greater understanding of the relationship between
the global trade system and the promotion and protection of human rights. EPZs are a
useful case study through which to examine this relationship: on the one hand, this is an
area in which corporate abuses of human rights are not uncommon; on the other,
contemporary EPZs are very much the product of developing countries’ desire to
integrate into the global trading system. In that sense, corporate and governmental
activity affecting the enjoyment of human rights in and around EPZs is deeply shaped
by the trade policy context in which it occurs.
In examining the human rights situation in EPZs, therefore, special attention will be paid
to the relevance of trade agreements and trade policy. In what ways are the human
rights impacts of EPZs shaped by the domestic trade policy context in which they arise?
Do the trade and economic policy objectives which countries pursue through EPZs bring
them into conflict with their human rights obligations? Do international trade agreements
make it more difficult for host countries to fulfill their duty to protect in respect of EPZs?
Conversely, can trade agreements encourage and assist countries to fulfill this duty?
The paper therefore has a dual aim: first, to examine human rights problems around
EPZs from the perspective of the State duty to protect; and second, to use the case
study of EPZs to explore the broader relationship between trade policy and trade
agreements on the one hand and the subject matter of the Special Representative’s
mandate on the other.
The paper proceeds as follows. Part 2 recalls the key elements of the state duty to
protect as it has been elaborated by the Special Representative. Part 3 introduces the
reader to the nature, history and rationale of EPZs as a tool of trade policy. Part 4
examines the human rights impacts of EPZs, focusing primarily on the criticisms which
have been made of EPZs from a human rights perspective. Part 5 looks at measures
which a host state may wish to use to fulfill its duty to protect and looks at whether
international trade rules and institutions may obstruct the use of these measures. Part 6
addresses the opposite question: whether and to what extent trade agreements may
assist in creating an international environment conducive to the fulfillment of the host
state’s duty to protect against human rights abuses in EPZs by third parties. Part 7
briefly looks ahead, and highlights two emerging issues in the context of EPZ policy
which may be of particular interest to human rights advocates – the spread of private
sector management of EPZs, and the major changes to EPZ regimes which may occur
over the next decade as a result of the implementation of WTO obligations.

2. THE STATE DUTY TO PROTECT
As noted above, the policy framework which the Special Representative has proposed
as a basis for moving the business and human rights agenda forward rests on three
core pillars: the State duty to protect, the corporate responsibility to respect and access
to effective remedies. This paper focuses on the first of these three pillars – the State
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duty to protect – as it has been elaborated in the Special Representative’s 2008 and
2009 reports to the Human Rights Council. This section briefly provides the author’s
account of some relevant elements of the duty to protect based on the Special
Representative’s work to date, in order to provide context for the later discussion.
Further detail on the content of the duty to protect is set out in some detail in the Special
Representative’s own reports.
The State duty to protect is founded in international human rights law: ‘international law
provides that States have a duty to protect against human rights abuses by non-State
actors, including by business, affecting persons within their territory or jurisdiction’.3 In
the context of EPZs, the simple implication is that host states cannot establish an EPZ
without at the same time putting in place mechanisms to protect workers, their families,
and others in surrounding communities, against activities of businesses and others
operating in the EPZ which undermine their enjoyment of human rights. Indeed, this
responsibility may be particularly acute in the context of EPZs because the incentives
which host states give to businesses in EPZs can incidentally enable and facilitate
precisely the kinds of business practices which undermine human rights protections.
The State duty to protect is a ‘standard of conduct, and not a standard of result’.4 In
other words, the duty to protect is a duty to take appropriate steps to prevent corporaterelated interference with human rights and to ‘investigate, punish and redress it where it
occurs’5 – with the implication that, where all reasonable or appropriate steps have been
taken to protect individuals against human rights abuses in the context of EPZs, the
state will not be liable where such interference nevertheless occurs.6
The Special Representative has consistently stressed that there is no single means of
fulfilling this duty, that the precise content of the duty will depend on the context and the
nature of the human rights at issue, and that states have considerable discretion in
determining their preferred means of implementation. Nevertheless, he has noted a
number of common tools and approaches available to states, three of which are
particularly relevant in the present context.
The first and most obvious means of implementing the duty to protect is through
establishing binding domestic legislation/regulation of corporate actors to prohibit
activity which directly or indirectly undermines fundamental human rights norms. The
need for comprehensive legislation has been particularly emphasized in the labor
context, with international human rights bodies recommending that States ‘legislate to
prohibit discrimination, forced labor, child labor and unsafe working conditions’.7
International guidance suggests that such legislative frameworks should furthermore be
accompanied by adequate mechanisms of investigation, adjudication, and punishment
to ensure that they are effective. International human rights mechanisms including the
UN human rights treaty bodies and regional bodies, which monitor implementation of
human rights treaties, have recommended: ‘in most cases that abuse is prohibited by
law, that alleged violations are properly investigated, that the State brings perpetrators
to justice and that victims are provided with an effective remedy’.8
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A second, complementary mechanism for implementing the duty to protect is
‘consistent, independent monitoring by States of third party compliance, even before
abuse has been alleged’.9 They include not only ex post assessment of the social and
environmental consequences of (for example) development projects, but also ex ante
impact assessments before the project is undertaken.10 Such monitoring mechanisms
should be adequately staffed and resourced. Third, the Special Representative has
noted that the duty to protect may also be fulfilled through the adoption of various kinds
of ‘promotional measures’,11 including educational measures to raise awareness of
potential human rights issues.12
One issue which has been raised in the context of the Special Representative’s
mandate, and which is particularly relevant in the context of EPZs, is the question of
home state extra-territorial jurisdiction – that is, the extent to which states can or should
regulate the activities abroad of corporations incorporated in their jurisdiction or
otherwise connected to them. On the one hand, the Special Representative has noted
in the past that this issue represents ‘a relatively small part of an extremely broad
mandate’,13 and has expressed the view that while international law remains murky on
the issue, guidance from international human rights bodies suggests that states are not
required to exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction over business abuse.14 At the same time,
he has also noted that the same guidance suggests that human rights treaties do not
prohibit such extraterritorial action, provided certain preconditions are met, and that
there has been a steady increase in the exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction over the
last two decades. He has more recently argued that there are ‘strong policy reasons for
home states to encourage their companies to respect rights abroad’.15 He has said,
furthermore, that extraterritorial jurisdiction should not be viewed in binary terms, but
can be broken down into a variety of measures, distinguished along one axis by
whether they are genuinely extraterritorial measures or more properly characterized as
domestic measures with extraterritorial effect, and along a second axis according to
whether they are public policies, prescriptive regulations, or enforcement action. There
are therefore at least “six broad types of measures with differing extraterritorial reach —
not all of which are equally controversial or as likely to trigger objections and
resistance.”16
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The issue of domestic and international policy coherence or policy alignment has also
consistently arisen through the work of the Special Representative relating to the duty to
protect. One of the primary reasons for the inadequate fulfillment of the State duty to
protect – and one of the primary obstacles to progress in this area – is the lack of
adequate mechanisms of ‘policy alignment’ within governments.17 In the context of
EPZs, this means that government agencies overseeing various aspects of policy
relating to foreign investment, export promotion, or development policy typically do not
systematically take into account the impact of their decisions on the human rights
obligations of their governments. The Special Representative refers to this as
‘horizontal’ incoherence:
where economic or business-focused departments and agencies that
directly shape business practices - including trade, investment, export credit
and insurance, corporate law, and securities regulation - conduct their work
in isolation from and largely uninformed by their Government’s human rights
agencies and obligations.18
The call for better integration of human rights and various aspects of economic policy
echoes very similar comments of international human rights bodies, particularly in the
trade policy context. As early as 1998, for example, the Committee on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights (CESCR), which monitors States Parties’ implementation of the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, called for ‘more
systematic consideration of the impact upon human rights of particular trade and
investment policies’,19 while the High Commissioner for Human Rights has consistently
noted the ‘need to improve dialogue between human rights, trade [and] finance …
practitioners and, specifically, social sector and trade/finance ministries at the national
level’.20
Before examining the implications that the duty to protect might have in the EPZ
context, it is necessary to provide some background on the nature of EPZs, and to
provide an overview of their typical function within trade and development policy.

3.

EXPORT PROCESSING ZONES21

i.

What is an EPZ?

While there is no single definition of Export Processing Zones, one useful definition
identifies the following three core features: (a) a defined geographical area in a state’s
territory, which (b) constitutes a single administrative unit, in the sense that it is
managed by a single entity, and (c) provides certain benefits and incentives to
businesses which choose to operate within the area.22
The nature of the investment incentives provided to businesses which locate in an EPZ
can vary from country to country and zone to zone, but some relatively standard
measures include:
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Preferential tax treatment. Companies which locate in EPZs may benefit from
holidays, rate reductions or rebates on income taxes, sales taxes on both inputs
and outputs, taxes on capital, and other forms of direct and indirect taxation.
Preferential duty treatment. Companies within EPZs will typically be exempt from
export duties, both in respect of their products and their waste byproducts. In
addition, they will typically receive exemptions or drawbacks on import duties and
customs fees for a wide range of their inputs: raw materials and intermediate
inputs processed in the production of exports; capital goods used in export
production; parts and spares; and so on.
A liberal regulatory environment. For example, EPZ enterprises may be granted
exemptions from restrictions on the repatriation of profits and on foreign
exchange convertibility.
Enhanced physical infrastructure: Companies located within EPZs may enjoy
infrastructural advantages as compared to the rest of the host state. This may
include the provision of improved roads, telecommunications networks including
data networks, water and sanitation services, and in some cases local housing,
banking, postal, and educational institutions. It may alternatively (or in addition)
include the provision of such services and infrastructure at less-than-market
rates.
Direct subsidies. Some governments or EPZ operators may also provide
assistance for education and training or direct financial subsidies to companies
operating within EPZs based on their performance.
Other incentives such as export promotion services and streamlined
administrative procedures for imports to and exports from the area are often
available to companies operating within EPZs.

Sometimes, these incentives will be provided unconditionally, simply as a result of the
presence of the business in the EPZ. On other occasions the incentives – or permission
to locate in the EPZ itself – will be made conditional upon certain criteria such as export
performance, technology transfer requirements, local employment, or local content
requirements.
It is important to remember, however, that the nature of EPZs has changed over time.
Traditionally, EPZs took the form of industrial estates of 100 hectares or less, which
were relatively isolated from the domestic economy – in physical terms, in terms of the
special regulatory regimes which applied to them, and in terms of their weak economic
linkages with the domestic economy. Permission to operate within these zones was
tightly controlled by governmental agencies. Economic activity in these early zones
often consisted of light manufacturing and other processing in sectors such as apparel,
textiles, and footwear and was largely (in many cases exclusively) oriented towards
production for export. In recent decades, however, this traditional model has been
modified in a number of ways. For example, the exclusive export orientation of EPZs
has in some cases been relaxed so that domestic sales are permitted, and companies
oriented towards production for the domestic market are permitted to enter the zone.
Furthermore, the notion of an EPZ as a physically limited space has been challenged by
the development of ‘single factory EPZs’ which provide incentives to individual
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companies regardless of location, as well as by the establishment of EPZs which cover
very large geographical areas.23 The traditional focus on light manufacturing and
assembly operations has also changed in some of the more recent zones, which are
now host to high technology industries, electronics and chemicals companies, financial
services firms, IT and software services companies – as well as a range of commercial
operators providing services of all kinds to these companies and their employees. There
have also been efforts to better integrate EPZs with domestic economic activity.
This evolution of the nature and objectives of EPZs has been accompanied by a
proliferation of new terms to describe them. The World Bank, for example, distinguishes
EPZs (including single factory and hybrid EPZs) from Free Trade Zones, Freeports and
Enterprise Zones.24 To these categories the ILO adds Special Economic Zones,
Information Processing Zones, and Financial Services Zones.25 Others use terms from
‘industrial free zones’, ‘export free zones’, ‘maquiladora’, and ‘duty free export
processing zone’ to ‘foreign trade zone’ and ‘free zone’.26 While these different terms
reflect some important differences between different kinds of zones, these differences
are less relevant for the purposes of this paper, and the generic term of EPZ will be
used.

ii.
Policy objectives of EPZs and their connection with trade law and
policy
Why might a country wish to establish an EPZ? There are a variety of schools of
thought on the desirability of EPZs as part of a country’s development policy, but it is
possible to extract from them all a fairly standard catalogue of claimed benefits which
EPZs are designed to bring to the host country:27
• Employment effects. Many EPZ projects have as one of their key objectives the
creation of jobs to address high levels of domestic unemployment. Put simply,
foreign enterprises which establish businesses in EPZs and employ locals to staff
their production facilities create domestic jobs which may otherwise not exist.
• Additional foreign exchange. As exports from firms operating within an EPZ grow
over time so too do their foreign exchange earnings. While some of this foreign
exchange will be used to purchase imported inputs or capital goods, will leave
the country in the form of repatriated profits, or will sit in foreign currency
accounts, some of it will be converted into domestic currency to pay wages, to
purchase inputs, and so on.28 For many developing countries, new sources of
foreign exchange have in the past been – and still are – important because
economy-wide lack of foreign exchange earnings has led to significant
restrictions on imports, including imports of capital goods vital for economic
growth and development.
• Demonstration effects. In short, the idea here is that domestic firms are able to
learn from the example provided by foreign firms operating within an EPZ and
emulate them as they create and extend their own businesses. This may mean
observing and copying the production processes and managerial methods
employed by foreign firms, or it may involve the exploitation of new market
13

•

•

intelligence gleaned from the foreign firms – such as the identification of
economic opportunities in foreign markets and access to supply chains which are
already linked in to host country EPZs. In either case, the presence of foreign
firms attracted by EPZ incentives acts as a catalyst for domestic entrepreneurial
activity.
Technology transfer. The establishment of foreign firms in an EPZ can in some
circumstances lead to technology transfer to the domestic economy through a
variety of methods. For example, foreign firms wishing to outsource some of their
production may assist in the establishment of domestic firms, including through
the injection of capital and manufacturing technology. More generally, foreign
firms operating within the EPZ have an incentive to ensure that their locally
sourced inputs meet their customers’ requirements and will therefore sometimes
work with those local firms to upgrade their production techniques and
processes.29
Upgrading of the workforce. Employment in EPZs can – in the right
circumstances – lead to a broad ‘upskilling’ of the workforce of the host country,
as employees of foreign firms operating within the EPZ learn new skills on the
job.30 These new skills may relate to production techniques, knowledge of which
can be transferred to domestic firms as employees move between foreign and
domestic firms,31 or they may relate to training at managerial level, which can
lead to a more entrepreneurial environment in the host country.32

The earliest EPZs were sometimes created in the context of a largely inward-looking
trade policy and had very limited and specific economic objectives, such as relieving
domestic unemployment problems or generating foreign exchange. Tunisia’s EPZs and
Mexico’s maquiladora (at least until the 1980s) are often cited as examples.33 In this
context, the EPZ was not a precursor to wholesale liberalization of the host country’s
trading regime but acted rather as a ‘safety valve’34 – a way of harnessing some of the
benefits of foreign trade and investment while continuing to shield the remainder of the
domestic economy from international competition.
By contrast, the vast bulk of the EPZs created since the 1980s have been established in
the context of the transition in many developing countries towards liberal, outwardoriented trade and economic policies. As is well known, the 1980s and 1990s were a
period during which much of the developing world sought actively to integrate into the
global economy after decades of pursuing economic development through inwardoriented industrial policy and highly protected domestic markets. The establishment of
EPZs has turned out to be a very useful tool in facilitating and managing this transition.
Most obviously, by attracting foreign investors in export-oriented industries, EPZs
simultaneously provided a conduit for the inward flow of foreign capital and an impetus
for the host country’s increased integration into the global trading system. Moreover,
they provided a useful means for countries to diversify their export base and build new
comparative advantages in the lead-up to the full liberalization of their domestic trade
policy environment – indeed, the control that governments usually had over which
industries were permitted to set up in EPZs make them a particularly attractive tool in
this regard. Speaking broadly, EPZs in this period have been embedded in an overall
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strategy of trade and investment liberalization – they can be thought of as beachheads
of liberalization, offering small ‘oases’35 of liberal regulatory and commercial
environments which in principle both prepared the way for broader economy-wide
reforms and helped to ensure that developing countries integrated with the global
economy on improved terms. Taiwan and Korea are perhaps the best examples of this
kind of EPZ strategy. China is currently pursuing a variant of this model, in which EPZs
are used to experiment with different kinds of hybrid market-oriented policy reforms
which may then be introduced (if successful) into the broader domestic economy.
It will be clear, then, that EPZs are a creature of trade policy in the sense that they are
designed to facilitate the insertion of a country into the global trading system. They help
to expand and diversify the export base of the host country, shape the kinds of import
and export flows which result from liberalization of the domestic trading environment,
and in that way help set the terms for the host country’s integration into the global
trading system. Furthermore, EPZs are creatures of the host country’s domestic law and
policy. Despite their close connection with broader trends towards trade liberalization,
they are in no way required or established by operation of WTO law, regional trade
agreements, or any other body of international law.
Nevertheless, international trade law can affect the design and operation of EPZs in a
number of ways. First, there are a number of WTO obligations which may limit the kinds
of incentives which host countries can provide to business in EPZs – for the reason that
such incentives may in fact unfairly distort pre-existing patterns of international trade.
There is currently a lively debate on the ways in which developing countries may have
to change their EPZ programs over the coming decade to conform to WTO
obligations.36 Second, the success or failure of EPZs can be significantly affected by
regional trade agreements and other preferential market access schemes in place
between the host country and its primary export markets. Some RTAs and preference
regimes extend preferential access to goods produced in EPZs, leading to significantly
higher levels of foreign investment in those EPZs.37 Others do not, or are hampered by
complex and restrictive rules of origin which undermine the availability of preferential
market access.38 Third, there are also examples of EPZ regimes being seriously
undermined by the conclusion of an RTA between the host country’s major trade
partner and a third country.39 In such cases, foreign investors operating in an EPZ may
choose to relocate to the country with better access to foreign markets. The phasing out
of the Multifibre Arrangement at the end of 2004 caused similar issues for many textile
and clothing businesses operating out of EPZs in the developing world.40

iii.

Fifty years of experience with EPZs

The size, number, economic significance, and geographic spread of EPZs has grown
considerably since the first ‘modern’ EPZ was created in Ireland in 1959. Before the
1970s, EPZs were mainly found in industrialized countries and were not as common as
they are today, with around 79 such zones in 25 countries.41 Since then, they have
primarily spread across the developing world, initially in East Asia and Latin America,
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then through to South Asia, the Middle East, and sub-Saharan Africa.42 There was an
explosion of EPZs during the 1990s, particularly with the liberalization of central and
eastern European economies, and they are now found in well over 100 countries across
the entire world – though the bulk of activity is now concentrated in Asia (especially
China), the Pacific, and the Americas.43 Depending on the definition used, there are
now between 2000 and 3500 EPZs globally, in well over 100 countries,44 with roughly
$200bn annually in exports in 2008.45
As noted above, the nature of the industries operating from EPZs has also diversified
over time. Historically, the textile, footwear, and apparel sectors have dominated, but
more recently there has been some degree of diversification into areas such as
electronics, pharmaceuticals, leather goods, and automotive components.46
Furthermore, as the ILO notes, in the more successful countries, production in EPZs
has ‘evolved from initial assembly and simple processing activities to include high-tech
and science parks, finance zones, logistics centers, and even tourist resorts.’47
How successful have EPZs been as a whole over this period? As might be expected,
the picture is mixed, with much depending on the specific policy and economic context
in which the EPZ is implemented, and one’s measure of ‘success.’ On the employment
side, it is necessary to distinguish the direct employment effects of EPZs (the number of
jobs created within the EPZ itself) from their indirect employment effects (the number of
jobs created outside the EPZ, but as a result of the existence of the EPZ). While there
are some exceptional cases,48 the overall picture on the direct employment side is not
particularly positive. The World Bank has concluded the ‘direct employment impact of
zones is marginal’,49 while the ILO’s estimate is that EPZs account for less than 0.5% of
total global employment, and for less than 3% of employment in most individual
countries with EPZs.50 As to indirect employment effects, they vary greatly between
EPZs, and it has proved difficult to obtain accurate data. Best estimates suggest that
indirect employment might amount to up to 77 million jobs worldwide.51 On this basis,
the OECD observes that ‘while EPZs do not present a solution to unemployment’, they
are ‘nonetheless a viable source of employment creation.’52
In terms of export development, there are many examples of EPZs which have
significantly boosted the overall exports of their host countries,53 and at least one study
has shown that EPZs can contribute in significant ways to the diversification of the
export base of the host country. 54 However, in respect of net export growth generated
by EPZs, which depends on backward linkages (that is, the extent to which export firms
source their inputs locally), the picture is significantly less positive. The most commonly
cited success stories are Taiwanese, Korean, Indonesian, and Mauritian EPZs, which in
some cases reached net export ratios of around 60%.55 But a more common figure is
10-20%, with some cases far lower.56
The dynamic benefits of EPZs – including demonstration effects, technology transfer,
and workforce upgrading – are both potentially the most important and the most difficult
to measure. There are as yet few comprehensive studies of these dynamic benefits,
and as a result, it is impossible to properly assess the success of EPZs in this respect.
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The anecdotal evidence is again mixed. Some employers in EPZs, for example in Sri
Lanka, Mexico, Madagascar, and China, provide internal training programs to upgrade
the technical and vocational skills of their employees.57 It seems also there has been
significant industrial upgrading as a result of EPZs established in Korea, Taiwan,
Malaysia, and the Philippines.58 At the same time, there are many more EPZ operations
where this kind of industrial upgrading has not occurred to an appreciable extent. In
particular, critics argue that in many EPZs – for example, those concentrating on
manufacturing in the textiles and apparel sector – on-the-job learning is minimal, as the
assembly processes are low technology and require few industrial skills, and in many
cases, the skills learnt are rarely transferable to other kinds of industries.59 In such
cases, it is argued that the establishment of EPZs does not lead to a broader
development of the skills of the local workforce but instead perpetuates an over-reliance
on ‘‘dead-end’ simple assembly operations’.60
Against the general economic benefits which EPZs can bring must be set the budgetary
costs of building and operating an EPZ. There can be significant initial costs in building
the infrastructure necessary to service an EPZ.61 Furthermore, many of the governmentrun EPZs set up during the 80s and 90s run at an operating loss as a result, for
example, of providing subsidized utilities and underpriced rents to tenant EPZ firms.62 In
addition, the tax holidays and exemptions granted to EPZ firms – and the duty
drawbacks and exemptions provided in respect of their inputs – can be a major cost for
host countries in terms of revenue foregone.63 Similarly, there can be significant
revenue implications when duty free goods imported into the EPZ ‘leak’ into the
domestic economy. Finally, the ongoing regulation of EPZs can in some circumstances
impose significant costs on the host state.
In part as a result of these costs, there seems to be a general trend towards privately
run EPZs, with more than half of all zones worldwide now being privately owned and
operated.64 Within this model, private operators typically assume the bulk of the initial
costs of zone development (other than external infrastructure requirements) as well as
the ongoing costs of managing and operating the zone and run the project on a profitmaking basis.65 Public agencies retain regulatory responsibility, including establishing
and enforcing social, environment and other regulatory frameworks in the EPZ. The
World Bank strongly favors the use of private zones of this type, noting that they ‘tend to
have a better package of social and environmental facilities than government-owned
zones’, and tend to ‘offer better facilities and amenities, command higher prices and
attract higher-end types of activities’.66

4. THE HUMAN RIGHTS IMPACTS OF BUSINESS OPERATIONS IN
EPZs
This section briefly surveys some of the criticisms which have been made of EPZ
projects from a variety of human rights organizations and institutions. These can be
divided for convenience into two broad types, with the first type relating to the treatment
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by EPZ firms of their workers. There is a large amount of high quality data on these
aspects, in part as a result of close monitoring by the International Labor Organization
(ILO) and transnational labor unions such as the ICFTU. The second type of human
rights criticism goes beyond labor rights issues, and refers to broader spillover effects of
EPZ projects, not only on the lives of workers outside the employment relationship, but
also on surrounding communities. The literature on these broader spillover effects is
considerably smaller – but that should be understood more as an indication of the
priorities and particular mandates of those institutions which have been studying EPZs
most closely, rather than an indication of their relative seriousness.

i.

Labor rights and employment issues

The labor rights record of EPZs varies considerably from project to project and country
to country. On the one hand there have been well-documented instances of labor rights
abuses in EPZs, with international human rights bodies such as CESCR consistently
raising labor rights issues in respect of EPZs as an issue of concern.67 On the other
hand, it is also true that many ‘export processing zones are well-managed industrial
zones where responsible firms offer good working conditions and higher wages than
elsewhere in the economy’.68
Some of the best documented issues have to do with workers’ freedom of association
and the effective recognition of their right to collective bargaining.69 These are
particularly significant issues, as restrictions on the formation and operation of unions
can preclude political action on the entire gamut of labor rights. Sometimes, the problem
is at the legislative level, as governments operate under the assumption that ‘union-free
zones … attract greater investment’.70 The ILO has noted, for example, that as of 2008,
Pakistan, China, and Nigeria still had legal restrictions on freedom of worker association
in EPZs.71 Workers in Bangladesh’s EPZs were also legislatively denied the right to
organize until 2006. In other cases, obstacles to union organizing in EPZs, similar to the
situation outside EPZs, emanate from a variety of corporate/private practices, including
‘the unjust dismissal, suspension, transfer and blacklisting of trade union officials and
members [and] … sometimes even resort to physical violence to prevent workers from
forming and joining trade unions of their choosing’.72 Some of the most extreme
examples of anti-union repression in EPZs catalogued by the ICFTU include the use of
attack dogs to subdue works in Namibia, death threats issued to Bangladeshi workers
by the managing director of a factory, and removing union representatives from a
workplace at gunpoint.73 It is not clear, however, precisely what proportion of EPZs are
marred by these problems, and there is at least some evidence that the position is
improving over time.
On the question of wages, most studies of pay in EPZs agree that they are roughly
comparable to out-of-zone wages and perhaps a little higher. The ILO’s 2008 survey of
the literature concludes that ‘wage rates have not been found to be below those outside
EPZs’,74 and notes that workers in EPZs are likely to have greater benefits such as
health care and social security than those outside.75 This result has been replicated in a
variety of other contexts.76
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Four qualifications, however, should be made to this generally positive picture. First, the
aggregate data may conceal a great deal of variation in wage rates in different contexts.
Madani, for example, sets out a variety of examples in which wages in EPZs were lower
than elsewhere in some countries for prolonged periods in the 1970s and 80s (though
this position has changed since).77 Second, there is strong evidence of gender
discrimination in wages.78 While the exact figures might be a matter of some dispute, it
is clear that many employers in EPZs tend to prefer women workers in part because of
the lower wages they command. The feminization of the workforce in many EPZs is a
widely noted phenomenon – women often account for over 70% and sometimes over
90% of EPZ jobs, particularly in low-skill industries79 – and it remains important, despite
its projected decline in coming years.80 Third, it has been noted that the mere fact that
wages are higher than elsewhere in the country does not necessarily imply that they are
decent or livable wages. Fourth, a common finding of many country case studies of
EPZs is that ‘excessive overtime is consistently a problem in EPZ workplaces’.81 The
ILO suggests that the reasons for this include poor supply chain management, periods
of peak seasonal demand, and last-minute adjustments caused by poor quality control
in the production process – along with the low wages paid to workers, which means that
overtime is typically considered an important part of their overall pay.82 The ICFTU
notes that in some cases (eg, Madagascar) overtime is paid at the same rate as normal
pay.83
The question of health and safety in the workplace implicates not only labour rights
issues but also the human rights to life and health. While the ILO has recently discerned
an upward trend in the health and safety standards applied in EPZ workplaces,84 the
track record of many EPZs in this respect is poor. Many of the industries which typically
locate in EPZs – such as those the textile and apparel sector – face seasonal peaks in
demand for their goods and very tight market-imposed deadlines. This, combined with
poor management practice,85 has had significant effects on health and safety in EPZ
workplaces, as the World Health Organization has explained:
EPZs have been associated with high levels of machine-related accidents, dusts,
noise, poor ventilation, and exposure to toxic chemicals. Job stress levels are also
high, adding further risk. It has been reported that accidents, stress, and intense
exposure to common hazards arise from unrealistic production quotas, productivity
incentives and inadequate controls on overtime. These factors create additional
pressure to highly stressful work, resulting in cardiovascular and psychological
disorders. In the young women who often work in EPZs, the stress can affect
reproductive health, leading to miscarriage, problems with pregnancies, and poor
fetal health. 86

Other health issues arise from more extreme forms of mistreatment of workers,
including widely-publicized instances of factory managers locking employees within
factories in order to combat a perceived risk of theft, with disastrous consequences in
case of fire. In other cases, employers have denied workers the provision of medical
treatment and sick leave,87 or put restrictions on the use of sanitary facilities by
workers.88 These issues are exacerbated by the high proportion of migrant and transient
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workers in EPZs, who, due to the temporary nature of their job, may be more inclined to
take on dangerous jobs or work in unsuitable conditions.
In respect of the elimination of employment discrimination in EPZs, the most important
issues relate to gender discrimination. In addition to the wage discrimination issue
mentioned above, women workers face discrimination in hiring and firing practices. This
has been most fully documented and publicized in the context of forced pregnancy tests
– either at the point of hiring, where pregnant women are discriminated against in hiring
decisions, or during employment, where pregnancy can lead to forced redundancies.
The evidence suggests that such practices occurred for example in EPZs in the
Philippines and in Mexico’s maquiladora, though it has since been outlawed by the
Mexican government.89 The Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against
Women (CEDAW), which monitors States Parties’ implementation of the Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, has been particularly
vigilant in respect of the treatment of women in EPZs. It has, for example, noted
women’s lack of access to social security and health care services in Vietnamese
EPZs,90 regularly expressed concern about the prevalence of pregnancy testing in
Mexico’s maquiladora,91 and drawn attention to the sexual harassment of women and
other violations of women’s labour rights in Guatemalan, Nicaraguan, and Honduran
maquiladora.92
There are some circumstances in which labor standards are explicitly lower in EPZs
than in the remainder of the country. The ICFTU gives the examples (current as of
2005) of Bangladesh, Kenya, Pakistan, and Togo, which put specific legislative
restrictions on rights to organize, and standards for hiring and firing practices within
EPZs,93 while CESCR has also expressed concern about derogations of domestic labor
law in Kenyan, Panamanian, and Indian EPZs.94 This is presumably a result of the
intense competitive pressure which developing countries face in attracting foreign
investment, and is based on the perception of the host country that a flexible labor
environment is one of the attractions of their EPZs for potential investors. To the extent
that this is one reason for the existence of labor rights abuses in EPZs, then it is worth
noting that the liberalizing effect of trade agreements intensifies that competitive
pressure and would therefore seem in principle to add to the problem.
However, the consensus view is that the explicit lowering of labor standards in EPZs as
a response to competitive pressure is neither good policy nor a general trend and is, in
fact, a comparatively rare phenomenon.95 It is quite clearly the unanimous position of all
international organizations that to attempt to compete internationally solely on the basis
of low wages and low labor standards is a poor development strategy, which is unlikely
to achieve the host country’s development objectives in the long run. While it is true
therefore that trade agreements can intensify the competitive pressure which host
governments feel, there is nothing in trade agreements which expressly determine the
particular strategies which those governments pursue in response to that pressure.
A more common reason for the existence of labor rights abuses in EPZs has to do with
the inadequate enforcement of existing labor standards. CEDAW, for example, has
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drawn attention to the ‘weak enforcement of laws to protect women workers in … export
processing zones’ in Sri Lanka, while CESCR has done the same in respect of
inadequate labor inspection regimes in EL Salvador.96 Such inadequate enforcement
may be again be the result of a perceived need to keep regulation weak to attract and
maintain foreign investors – but, as many have noted, it is also just as likely to be a
result of inadequate resources. Bangladesh, for example, has a total of only just over
100 labor inspectors responsible for the entire country. In the Dominican Republic,
inspectors do not have the transportation resources to conduct on-site inspections of
EPZs, and in any case find their resources focused on labor rights abuses outside of
zones, which can often be worse.97 While noting that there are few systematic studies of
capacity and regulatory resources in this area, the ILO concludes that ‘the existing
evidence suggests that there is wide variation in the resources available to labor
inspectorates throughout the world, with many lacking adequate resources, funding,
staff, and transportation resources’.98

ii.

Human rights impacts beyond the employment relationship

While most attention thus far has been placed on labor rights issues in EPZs, a full
human rights agenda must be broader than that, and include consideration of the
impacts of state and corporate practices within EPZs on the entire gamut of
internationally recognized human rights, not only of workers but also of the variety of
individuals and communities impacted by the operation of the EPZ.
For example, EPZs commonly attract a large number of migrant workers, since local
communities are unlikely to fully satisfy the demand for workers associated with a
successful EPZ. Unless the developer of the zone – whether public or private – has
accurately estimated the level of influx of migrants, and planned carefully for their
arrival, then it is quite possible that the expansion of housing facilities for workers and
their families, as well as essential services such as water and electricity, fail to keep
pace with demand. In severe cases, this can negatively impact the rights of workers and
their families to an adequate standard of living, including the rights to housing and
water, as well as the right to education. The World Confederation of Labor, for instance,
has noted examples of situations in which the rapid expansion of EPZs has outstripped
the ability of local authorities to supply public schools and sanitation infrastructure.99
Others have observed the poor and overcrowded conditions that workers are often
required to live in, sometimes in temporary structures.100 Furthermore, even where
planning is adequate, the sheer scale of some EPZ projects can cause significant
disruption to local communities during the initial construction phase. CESCR, for
example, has noted with concern that development projects including ‘the designation of
large areas as tax-free special economic zones’ in India have ‘resulted in the
displacement of millions of families, most of whom have not received adequate
compensation and rehabilitation’.101
The prevalence of migrant workers – often young women looking for employment – in
and around EPZs raises particular human rights issues. It is very often difficult to track
such migrant workers to ensure that they are obtaining adequate medical care and that
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they are working and living in appropriate conditions. Furthermore, the movement of
migrant workers – both internally and from foreign countries – can also lead to the rapid
introduction and spread of communicable diseases, with consequent impacts on the
right to health. Medical facilities and health care in these communities can be
inadequate. In addition, migrant workers are in many circumstances dislocated from
their spouses, parents and children, potentially disrupting their family life.
The rights to life and health of individuals living and working in the vicinity of EPZ
projects may also be affected by any environmental damage caused by economic
activity within the EPZ. Like any large-scale industrial project, production facilities
operating within EPZs can give rise to problems of water and air pollution. Attention to
the environmental impacts of EPZs probably first arose in the context of Mexican
maquiladora, as the growth of these plants ‘far outpaced the ability of border cities such
as Tijuana and Juarez to provide necessary waste treatment infrastructure and
facilities’,102 and pollution became a significant problem for local communities. The
dumping by some firms of untreated liquid waste in local bodies of water had significant
health and economic effects for local communities who used these water supplies for
drinking water, irrigation purposes, and for fish.103 Others have noted environmental
effects of EPZs in the Caribbean104 (including the Dominican Republic105) and the
Philippines.106 The World Bank has suggested that the structural causes of these
environmental problems are threefold: lack of adequate environmental protection
regulation, lack of monitoring and enforcement of the laws which do exist, and lack of
education and awareness-raising about environmental risk on the part of factory owners
and local populations.107
There is anecdotal evidence of emerging human rights issues relating to the trend
towards the private management and operation of EPZs noted above. Some NGOs
have observed that the delegation of management authority over the EPZ to private
(often foreign) companies can in practice lead these private operators to exert a degree
of de facto political control over the geographic territory of the EPZ. This can have a
number of effects. It can, for example, make it more difficult for NGOs and others to
monitor human rights conditions within a zone. It can undermine the operation and
enforcement of domestic law within these zones, where an explicit day-to-day
government presence is removed. To the extent that private operators exercise a form
of de facto political authority on the ground, there is typically little transparency in
decision-making, and little local participation in it. Depending on the attitude of the
private operator, the trend towards private management may even lead to the stifling of
political action of all kinds within the EPZ and in surrounding communities, perhaps
especially where the private operator is foreign and does not have a good
understanding of local concerns and tensions. That said, these are emerging issues
identified in the course of discussions with NGOs working in the area, and it remains to
be seen how prevalent (if at all) these problems are or will become in the future.
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iii.

The need for additional monitoring and assessment

In order to analyze and address the human rights impacts of corporate activity in EPZs,
it is crucial to have adequate and up-to-date information on the nature and extent of
these impacts, along with a set of institutionalized mechanisms for monitoring and
reviewing them on an ongoing basis. As noted above, this already exists to a certain
extent in respect of labor rights issues relating to EPZs, largely as a result of the efforts
of the ILO and labor rights organizations, such as the ICFTU, who produce periodic
reports on these issues, both at a general level, as well as on a country-by-country
basis. As a variety of international human rights bodies have observed, however, these
mechanisms should nevertheless be augmented by additional monitoring and
assessment procedures at the national level.108 More pressing still is the need for
additional research on human rights impacts of corporate activity in EPZs, outside the
employment relationship, and beyond the issues specified in the corpus of
internationally recognized labor rights. Adequate data on these broader issues –
relating to health, housing, social dislocation as well as a range of civil and political
rights – is lacking, in large part due to the labor rights emphasis of those institutions and
NGOs which have traditionally focused on EPZs.
Host countries of EPZs should be encouraged to establish institutionalized monitoring
mechanisms to help gather data on the human rights impacts of EPZs. Indeed, the
Special Representative has already noted more generally that the adoption of such
monitoring mechanisms can be one important tool for the implementation and
operationalization of states’ duty to protect.109 International human rights bodies have
suggested that these monitoring mechanisms should be adequately staffed and
resourced, and should cover the entire gamut of internationally recognized human
rights, including, in appropriate circumstances, rights-related environmental effects.110 In
addition to ongoing monitoring, they should also include ex ante human rights impact
assessments of EPZ projects prior to approval. Although the primary duty in this respect
is on the host state itself, there is no reason to think that these processes of human
rights monitoring, review, and assessment need to be the exclusive domain of host
state institutions – private actors may also be called upon to help supply information on
potential human rights impacts, and even the importing state could also do so in
appropriate circumstances.111 The host state could, for example, require private
developers of EPZs to conduct a human rights impact assessment of the project as a
condition of planning permission. Indeed, whether or not the host State imposes any
such requirements, private developers themselves as part of their corporate
responsibility to respect under the UN Framework's second pillar should take steps to
assess and prevent potential adverse human rights impacts related to their activities.
This includes knowing who they are doing business with in the EPZ and encouraging
those partners to respect rights. The host state could similarly require private operators
to monitor and regularly report on human rights practices in the zone, as a condition of
ongoing licensing approval. Businesses operating within the EPZ could in principle be
required to contribute to the cost of such assessment. Others have suggested that a
tripartite organization (involving representatives from civil society, business and the
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state) may be the most appropriate and legitimate organization to conduct human rights
assessments.

5. THE DUTY TO PROTECT AND THE QUESTION OF POLICY
COHERENCE IN THE CONTEXT OF EPZs
In light of the potential for these and other human rights issues to arise in the context of
EPZs, this section now turns to consider the operationalization of the host state’s duty to
protect against human rights abuses by businesses operating in EPZs. As is commonly
noted, human rights need to be much more closely integrated into all stages of the
design and implementation of trade and development policy generally. Governmental
agencies tasked with overseeing and implementing trade and development policy too
rarely systematically and explicitly consider the potential human rights consequences of
their decisions. There is, generally speaking, too little co-ordination and communication
between such governmental agencies and their counterparts in various fields of social
policy, including human rights. This is no doubt just as true in the context of EPZ
projects as it is in relation to other aspects of trade and development policy. But while
the general need for greater policy coherence at the national level is readily accepted, it
is less easy to determine precisely what policy coherence could and should look like in
practice. As an initial matter, it may be useful to distinguish measures which might be
broadly categorized as ‘flanking’ social regulation, and measures which relate more
specifically to the integration of human rights concerns into the design and
operationalization of the economic aspects of EPZ policies.

i.

Flanking policies

One element of policy coherence is the close coupling of social regulation with the
implementation of economic policy. In the present context, that means that the design
and establishment of EPZ policies and projects must be accompanied by strong social
regulation by the host state, which puts in place adequate social protections for
individuals and communities impacted by such projects. This has most recently been reemphasized by the present Director-General of the WTO, Pascal Lamy, who has noted
that trade liberalization ‘does not suffice unless it is accompanied by policies designed
to correct the imbalances between winners and losers’, as well as by ‘social policies,
whether to secure redistribution or provide safeguards for the men and women whose
living conditions are disrupted by changes in the international division of labor.’112
As indicated by Lamy, perhaps the most obvious example of such flanking regulation is
labor legislation to implement internationally recognized labor rights.113 In fact, there is
no magic to the search for policy responses to labor rights problems associated with
EPZs, and there is a familiar range of regulatory and other technologies which are
commonly proposed to address them. There should, for example, be clear and
comprehensive labor legislation protecting workers in EPZs, prohibiting sexual
harassment, wage discrimination, other forms of gender discrimination, and unsafe
working conditions. The right to organize should likewise be enshrined in law. More
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generally, labor regulation applicable in EPZs ought to be harmonized with that
applicable in the rest of the country. Furthermore, this legislative framework should be
accompanied by adequate mechanisms of investigation, adjudication and punishment to
make them effective. In particular, host states should ensure that labor inspection
regimes are adequately resourced and trained to effectively implement and enforce
labor market regulation in EPZs. Where necessary, host states should be provided with
international assistance and training to ‘strengthen their capacity to regulate labor
issues in a way that attracts investment without undermining labor standards’.114
Moreover, these legislative technologies could where appropriate be accompanied by
new forms of regulation which are less ‘top-down’ in nature. The ILO has for example
set out a ‘pedagogical’ approach to labor regulation, whereby ‘regulators help firms
come into compliance by spreading best practices and working with firms to problem
solve’,115 with the aim of actively improving the willingness and capacity of firms to raise
labor standards. Similarly, education of workers on the nature and extent of their
existing rights also constitutes an important part of comprehensive strategies to deal
with labor rights abuses.
Other kinds of flanking policies will be necessary to address the various other kinds of
non-labor human rights issues identified in the Part 4 above. For example, strengthened
labor market regulation should in most cases also be accompanied by stronger and
more elaborate environmental standards and monitoring, to prevent and address the
human rights consequences of environmental pollution and degradation. When
designing EPZ projects, host states should carefully consider and plan for the
infrastructural needs of the workers employed in the EPZ as well as surrounding
communities. This should extend to ensuring the availability of adequate housing, water
and sanitation services, health and medical services, as well as educational services
where appropriate. While these need not of course necessarily be supplied directly by
government, it remains the responsibility of the host state to ensure that adequate
provision is made in respect of all such services. Communities displaced or
dispossessed in the process of developing an EPZ should be provided with adequate
compensation and rehabilitation. Importantly, where the private sector is enlisted to
operate and manage an EPZ project, the host state should still maintain an active
regulatory presence in the EPZ itself, and still retains full responsibility for the human
rights situation in and around the EPZ project. In addition to these specific measures,
more general institutions and procedures ought to be established to ensure that affected
populations are aware of their rights, and that alleged human rights abuses are promptly
investigated and effectively remedied where appropriate. Furthermore, all of these
measures ought to be accompanied by well-resourced, careful, ongoing monitoring of
the human rights situation in and around EPZs, and updated and revised where
appropriate.116
It is important that these flanking policies be embedded in the design of an EPZ project
at an early stage, and be treated by host states as equal in their significance to the
more directly economic aspects of the project. They should be treated as integral parts
of the project. In fact, such flanking regulation can be an important precondition for the
success of an EPZ project. While the integration of a developing country into the global
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trading system through an EPZ regime can in principle lead to significant social gains
and important advances in both developmental and human rights terms, these positive
outcomes are by no means automatic. The nature, extent and sustainability of these
gains depend on the terms on which that integration takes place. Domestic social
regulation on the part of the host state plays an important part in setting those terms, by
helping to ensure that the project does not actively undermine the enjoyment of human
rights of all kinds in the host country’s territory, that the economic objectives of the
project translate into the expected social benefits, and that these benefits are distributed
in the fairest, most sustainable and most appropriate way.

ii.

Policy coherence beyond flanking regulation

Importantly, however, the existence of strong flanking regulation as an accompaniment
to a program of trade liberalization implemented through EPZs does not exhaust the
meaning of policy coherence in this context. Policy coherence cannot solely entail that
the exclusive economic orientation of traditional decision-making around EPZs needs to
be supplemented by an additional set of (social) considerations, to be addressed by an
additional set of regulatory measures. The effective integration of human rights
concerns into such decision-making also requires a more fundamental re-orientation of
the economic side of policy-making itself. The point may be made clearer by an
example. The human rights situation of workers in EPZs would no doubt be significantly
improved by the establishment and effective enforcement of strong labor regulation. But
their human rights situation would also be at least as affected by strategic economic
decisions – regarding the kinds of industries which the host state seeks to attract to the
EPZ, the basis on which those industries seek to compete for international markets, the
extent to which the EPZ becomes linked to the domestic economy over time, the skills
they learn during the course of their employment, and so on. Indeed, over the longer
term, it may in many cases be that the latter kinds of ‘purely economic’ issues have a
greater influence on human rights conditions in EPZs than the presence or absence of
adequate labor market regulation. The point is that if policy coherence is to mean
anything, it must mean the integration of human rights concerns explicitly into this
economic side of decision-making, rather than solely the supplementation of this
economic decision-making with flanking social regulation.
One way of doing this, which seems to have attracted widespread support amongst the
human rights community and which may hold some promise, has been to ensure that
the promotion of human rights is posited much more explicitly and directly as the
ultimate aim of all economic decision-making. This basic move has a number of
implications in the EPZ context. For example, it requires that decision-makers explicitly
assess in advance the human rights implications of the choices that confront them –
and to make those choices on the basis of those human rights assessments. Human
rights impact assessments, on the basis of agreed methodologies, ought therefore to be
integrated into the process of designing EPZ projects. Furthermore, policy-makers
should be required to identify and explain in some detail the precise human rights
improvements which a particular EPZ project is expected to bring – in the short term
and long term, and for particular groups and for the population as a whole. Mechanisms
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could in appropriate circumstances be established to ensure a degree of public
accountability in respect of these goals, such as the publication of human rights-based
targets, and the establishment of independent monitoring mechanisms to assess
progress towards them.
Tentatively, integrating human rights concerns into the design of EPZ investment
incentives may actually imply some more unusual and radical measures in some
circumstances. As noted above, host states offer firms a variety of economic benefits as
incentives to locate their production within EPZs, and this is done in expectation of the
economic and social benefits that such investment may bring. One possibility for
integrating human rights concerns into EPZ design, then, may be to institute a form of
‘human rights conditionality’ in respect of those incentives. The core idea here is that
the host country government may wish to condition the receipt by firms of their promised
economic incentives on the achievement of certain social or human rights objectives –
or compliance by EPZ firms with certain human rights standards. For example, tax and
other incentives provided to EPZ firms could be withdrawn in cases of extreme,
repeated, or flagrant violations of human rights norms. Human rights norms and
compliance mechanisms could be inserted into the contractual arrangements
established between investing firms and EPZ operators (whether public or private) when
permission to enter is granted.
While of course there may be numerous difficulties associated with this, it is worth
noting that conditionality of roughly this sort is not without precedent. Indeed, conditions
of all kinds are routinely placed on investors as a condition of investment permission,
including in the context of EPZs. For example, an early form of such conditionality
included a variety of obligations sometimes imposed on EPZ investors, particularly
during the 70s and 80s, such as: local content requirements (requiring investors to
purchase a certain percentage of their inputs from domestic suppliers in order to
facilitate backward linkages); minimum investment obligations; and minimum
employment requirements. For a number of reasons, including their tendency to impose
unsustainable and unattractive commercial costs on investors, such obligations are
significantly less used now than they once were.117 More recently, however, other kinds
of social conditionality have been suggested. For example, the ILO advocates actively
encouraging EPZ firms to provide on the job training to employees, or install health
clinics and provide other essential services for their employees, through a system of
incentives or regulation imposed as a condition of entry to the EPZ.118
Speculatively, there is in principle an argument to be made that the state duty to protect
may in some circumstances require some form of social conditionality of this kind. In
one sense, host country governments are in fact implicated from the start in all practices
which occur within EPZs: host states have after all designed and maintained the legal
and regulatory framework which encourages the establishment of business operations,
and they establish the incentives which make their activity economically viable on an
ongoing basis. If host states establish these incentives knowing that they have
inadequate resources to (say) enforce their labor laws, there is at least an argument
that they have facilitated, or provided the enabling environment for, corporate abuse of
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human rights. If one were to take this view, the duty to protect against human rights
abuses by firms operating within EPZs may imply an obligation to withdraw the enabling
incentives that the host state provides to such firms where abuse is proved. At the least,
it may imply an obligation to make the initial provision of incentives conditional on
assurances of compliance with human rights norms.

iii. Trade agreements as constraints on the fulfillment of the duty to
protect
In his most recent report to the Human Rights Council, the Special Representative
reiterated the need to study the constraining effect which trade agreements may have
on the ability of states to implement their human rights obligations, including their duty
to protect individuals from corporate human rights abuses.119 The concern is a real and
relevant one, particularly given the constraints which international trade law can place
on other aspects of states’ activity relevant to their human rights obligations. In the
present context, however, these concerns appear to be less serious. For one thing, it is
quite clear that the ‘flanking’ policies noted above are highly unlikely to be practically
constrained by trade agreements. As a general matter, and provided it is done in a nondiscriminatory way, trade agreements do not set upper limits on the ability of
governments to set and enforce their own labor standards, nor their ability to conduct
regular labor inspections of exporting firms, nor any other aspect of the operation of
their labor policy. The same might be said of many of the measures which governments
might consider by way of response to the broader community-wide social and
environmental consequences of EPZs, such as: the establishment and enforcement of
national environmental laws to address pollution problems, the provision of housing and
services infrastructure to address infrastructure bottlenecks, and the upgrading of
medical treatment and health care to address health problems in communities around
EPZs. Provided these measures are put in place in a non-discriminatory way, and they
respond to real social problems, it is very difficult to imagine them being the subject of
dispute settlement proceedings within the WTO.
The position is perhaps not quite so clear when it comes to some of the forms of ‘social
conditionality’ just described in the section above. There are certainly some situations in
which such conditionality could be prohibited by WTO law – though frankly it is not clear
how significant these legal difficulties may be in practice. For example, I described local
content requirements as a form of social conditionality, and it is clear that this kind of
condition is contrary to GATT Article III, since it provides an advantage to local
producers of inputs over their foreign competitors. But the permissibility of explicitly
human rights based conditionality (where certain economic benefits are available to
investors on the basis of compliance with certain human rights related standards and
obligations) is less clear. Although the risk that such conditionality violates WTO law is
probably very slim, there are perhaps one or two imaginable situations in which a
violation might occur. The core concern is that the differential application of human
rights conditions to two different foreign firms within an EPZ – whether because different
conditions are applied to them, or because these conditions are enforced against one
and not the other, or simply because one complies with these conditions and another
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does not – may be treated as discriminatory under WTO law. To summarize a technical
and somewhat unclear area of WTO law:
•

If the firms in question are manufacturers of goods, a violation of GATT Article I
(most favored nation treatment120) might be alleged, but only if (i) as a result of
the structure of the industry in which they operated and the nature of the
production networks in which they are embedded, the two firms tend to import
goods from a small number of predictable countries, so that discrimination
between firms can be equated with discrimination between goods, and (ii) the
more restrictive of two presently competing interpretation of the term
‘unconditionally’ in GATT Article I is preferred, according to which any kind of
condition unrelated to the nature of the product itself is impermissible.121

•

If the firms in question were service providers, a similar argument could be made
of a violation of GATS Article II (MFN). Here, there would be no need to
demonstrate the equivalent of step (i) in the previous paragraph, as
discrimination between service suppliers is itself prohibited under that Article.
The existence of discrimination in this case would turn on the proper
interpretation of ‘less favorable treatment’, in particular whether differential
treatment on the basis of something other than protectionism could constitute
such less favorable treatment. In light of recent jurisprudence, this seems
unlikely.122

In both cases, defenses under GATT Article XX and GATS Article XIV would in principle
also be arguable. For example, both of these Articles most relevantly permit measures
‘necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health’ and measures ‘necessary to
protect public morals’, provided such measures do not constitute ‘arbitrary or
unjustifiable discrimination’ or a ‘disguised restriction on international trade’.
In summary, then, it is hard to find any clear and unambiguous case of any measure
which might be required by the host state’s duty to protect, which is prohibited under
WTO law. This appears to contrast with the position under international investment law,
as investigated in earlier submissions to the Special Representative.123

6. FACILITATING FULFILMENT OF THE DUTY TO PROTECT: A
ROLE FOR TRADE AGREEMENTS?
There is another direction from which we can approach the question of the relationship
between trade agreements and the subject matter of the Special Representative’s
mandate. One conclusion which can be drawn from the discussion so far is that, on the
whole, any failure by host states to fulfill their duty to protect in respect of human rights
abuses relating to EPZs cannot on the whole be attributed to obstacles imposed by
international trade law, but rather is largely a function of the policy priorities, regulatory
capacity, and resource constraints of the host state itself. One question which then
arises is whether and how to create an international environment which encourages,
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facilitates, and, where necessary, provokes host states to do more to fulfill their duty to
protect in respect of human rights abuses occurring in and around EPZs.
More specifically, there is a considerable literature and debate on the question of
whether trade agreements can be used as a mechanism to fulfill this facilitative function.
In a 2008 report on the latest trends and policy developments in EPZs, for example, the
ILO offered a possible mechanism to address labor standards in EPZs by, ‘creating
incentives, for example under … trade agreements, for firms to comply with
fundamental labor rights’.124 The same issue has also specifically been raised in
submissions to the Special Representative.125
The political context in which this debate has arisen is well known. For some decades,
particularly in the United States, organized labor has been relatively opposed (with
greater or lesser intensity at different times) to trade liberalization, and has tended to
mobilize in opposition to the negotiation of multilateral and regional trade agreements.
One of the issues consistently raised in the context of this opposition has been the issue
of working conditions and labor standards in the export industries of certain parts of the
developing world – both as a problem in itself, and in the context of concern about the
generally negative effect which trade liberalization can have on domestic labor
protections in the developed world. The argument is consistently raised that trade
agreements ought to include some measures to combat this perceived lowering effect –
perhaps through the inclusion of labor standards as part of the trade agreement, or a
variety of other softer measures. For their part, developing countries object strongly to
the ‘linkage’ of trade and labor issues, primarily for the reason that they see labor
activism in this regard as potentially undermining their comparative advantage, and
even in some cases as a cover for more protectionist impulses. Since at least the
middle of the 1990s, working conditions in EPZs in developing countries have been at
the heart of this controversy.
The political sensitivity of this debate is matched only by its longevity and persistence. It
is very likely that as trade agreements proliferate and the business and human rights
debate progresses, the question of the extent to which trade agreements can and
should be used as a tool in the promotion of a business and human rights agenda will
continue to arise. The present section aims to lay out some of the issues as they relate
to labor rights issues in the context of EPZs, and offers some initial responses.
It is clear that international human rights law encourages the creation of an international
order in which everyone’s human rights can be fully realized, and encourages forms of
international cooperation for the advancement of human rights. It is perhaps not so clear
how international cooperation through the medium of international trade agreements
might contribute to this project, specifically in the context of addressing human rights
abuses in and around EPZs. In short, the core idea is that, where the host (exporting)
state fails to take adequate action to protect the human rights of its population in the
context of EPZs, the importing state can take measures to encourage or assist the host
state to improve its human rights record in this regard. The importing state is commonly
in a special position to exert pressure of this kind for a variety of reasons: because it
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can use access to its markets to gain leverage over the exporting country, because its
ongoing trading relationship can create spaces for interaction and dialogue in which
human rights issues can be raised with the host state on a routine basis, and because
the nature of the relationship between the two countries gives the importing state a
special and legitimate interest in trade-related human rights issues in the exporting
state.
There are four main ways in which human rights issues have so far been incorporated
into trade relationships to facilitate the exertion of such pressure by the importing state,
most of which are still at a relatively early stage. First, the institutional machinery
associated with trade agreements can on occasion provide space for international
supervision and monitoring of human and labor rights issues as they relate to EPZs.
The most commonly cited example is the WTO’s Trade Policy Review Mechanism
(TPRM), which establishes a periodic peer review mechanism of each WTO Members’
trade policies and practices in light of their wider economic and development policies.
The frequency of these reviews varies depending on the country’s share of world trade:
every two years for the EC, US, Japan and China; the next sixteen largest countries
every four years; and every six years for the remainder (with longer periods permitted
under certain conditions). In some instances, labor rights issues relating to EPZs have
been raised in the context of these reviews. The EC and the US, for example, both
raised reports of violations of workers’ rights in El Salvador’s EPZs.126 Similar issues
were raised in Mauritius’ review in 2001. Notably, the ICFTU releases reports on the
labor rights conditions in WTO Members to coincide with the WTO’s own trade policy
reviews.127 In addition, although it is not strictly a monitoring process, labor rights in
China’s EPZs were raised as a topic of negotiation and scrutiny in the context of that
country’s accession to the WTO.128 It is not clear how far the TPRM adds to other forms
of periodic international scrutiny already operating in other parts of the international
system, including the ILO and the human rights treaty bodies, but there is an argument
that, over time and in conjunction with other international surveillance mechanisms, it
may help to facilitate a country’s own internal monitoring capabilities. However, the
utility of the TPRM in this regard is undermined somewhat by the relatively infrequency
of WTO trade policy reviews, particularly in the case of least developed countries.
Second, some developed countries’ unilateral trade preference regimes have long
contained provisions relating to labor rights. The core idea here is that the preferencegranting country can use the ‘carrot’ of preferential access to its markets to provide
exporting countries with an additional incentive to address labor and other human rights
issues – in their EPZs and more generally. The US GSP scheme, for example, has
since its inception required a determination that a developing country in question ‘has
taken or is taking steps’ to ensure ‘internationally recognized rights’ within its territory,
before preferences are extended, and as a condition of their maintenance. Similar
provisions were included in the 1991 Andean Trade Promotion Act and the African
Growth and Opportunity Act in 2000.129 On occasion, the US has invoked these
provisions specifically in the context of labor rights abuses in EPZs. The prime example
is Bangladesh, which changed its labor laws as they applied to EPZs after the US
threatened to withdraw its preferential access under the US GSP scheme from 2004-
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2005 as part of an ongoing periodic review. But other examples exist: Liberia repealed a
prohibition on strikes in order to have its preferences reinstated in 2006, while Uganda
enacted comprehensive labor reform in response to GSP and AGOA review.130 The
EC’s new (from 2006) GSP+ scheme also includes human and labor rights as part of its
eligibility conditions: an applicant has to ratify and implement 16 specified human rights
conventions,131 as well as accept regular monitoring and review of implementation.132
The EC takes account of the views of the ILO in determining adequate compliance with
labor rights conventions.133 It is currently considering the withdrawal of preferences for
Sri Lanka, after a recent investigation of the human rights situation in that country.
Third, there has been a trend over the last decade or so to include labor provisions of
different kinds in regional and bilateral trade agreements. In the negotiating phase of
such agreements, this gives countries significant leverage to extract commitments from
their trade partners to improve their domestic human rights record – and, to the extent
that these commitments are made legally binding and subject to some form of dispute
resolution, gives those same countries the opportunity to enforce such commitments
later on, for example in the context of human rights abuses in and around EPZs. The
EC, Canada, and the US, for example, all now consistently include some labor-related
provisions in their free trade agreements. The EC’s Economic Partnership Agreements,
at least in their draft form, contain commitments to a variety of ILO conventions on core
labor standards.134 The United States in particular has quite a long and developed
practice of incorporating labor rights in some form into its bilateral trade agreements,
and currently has at least 13 such agreements experimenting with a variety of models of
linkage.135 The original NAFTA model put labor issues in a separate side agreement,
requiring each party to effectively enforce its own labor laws, and provides for
consultations and dispute settlement in the cases of certain kinds of alleged violations,
potentially leading to the imposition of a monetary fine.136 Canadian free trade
agreements with Chile and Costa Rica both largely followed this model. Since then,
labor rights issues have migrated into the main body of the trade agreement,137 and
labor provisions have been made subject to the same dispute settlement mechanisms
as other provisions within the trade agreement.138
Fourth, there have been some attempts – all aborted – to negotiate labor issues in the
context of the WTO. In the second half of the 1990s, for example, there was an attempt
to begin negotiations within the WTO on core labor standards, and attempts to include
some form of ‘social clause’ within the WTO Agreements. One result was the conclusion
of the Singapore Declaration in 1996, in which all WTO members re-affirmed their
commitment to the observance of internationally recognized core labor standards, but
emphasized that the administration and monitoring of those standards is the proper
domain of the ILO, rather than the WTO. Another result has been an intense political
sensitivity around the discussion of labor issues within the WTO, particularly amongst
developing countries who view such talk as leading in the direction of a real threat to
their access to developed countries markets. No social clause, nor any mention of labor
rights, has been included in the WTO agreements and the prospects for any movement
in that direction are very slim indeed. However, that does not exhaust the issue of the
treatment of labor issues within the WTO, as it leaves the question of the WTO
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compatibility of unilateral trade sanctions adopted by a Member in response to labor
rights violations in the territory of another Member, on which there is a considerable
literature.139 Given the more recent move towards softer use of market power through
preference regimes and regional agreements, this question may have lost some of its
immediacy, but it is worth noting that there is considerable doubt that such measures
could ever be consistent with the GATT. Without delving into the technicalities of the
relevant WTO law, much would depend on (i) whether there is an implicit ‘territoriality’
requirement in Articles XX(a) and (b) permitting countries to take measures solely in
respect of health and morality issues connected to their own territory;140 (ii) whether
labor rights issues fall within the proper interpretation of either ‘public morals’ or ‘human
health’ in GATT Articles XX(a) and (b) respectively; and (iii) whether trade sanctions
could be considered the ‘least trade restrictive means’ of bringing pressure to bear on a
foreign country to resolve its labor rights issues.141
Broadly speaking, then, trade agreements are beginning to be used to develop a set of
legal and institutional tools through which (developed) importing countries can wield
some degree of influence over the human rights situation in EPZs in foreign
(developing) countries – by providing incentives for host states to fulfill their human
rights obligations in the context of EPZs, establishing forums and procedures through
which the human rights situations applicable in EPZs are scrutinized by importing
countries on a routine basis, and even providing a variety of additional hard and soft
sanctioning mechanisms where flagrant violations of human rights norms in EPZs are
found to occur. But how promising are these tools as potential mechanisms for
enhancing the human rights situation in EPZs globally, and for facilitating the willingness
and ability of host states to fulfill their duty to protect in the context of EPZs? To what
extent can and should they be a significant part of efforts amongst the human rights
community to create an international environment which encourages and facilitates the
fulfillment of host states’ duty to protect in the context of EPZs?
It may be useful to distinguish between forms of trade-labor linkage which amount to
‘conditionality’ – that is, explicitly conditioning access to the importing state’s markets on
compliance by the host state with human rights norms - and those which take a different
form. In the latter camp we might put the various monitoring and supervision
mechanisms established by trade agreements to oversee labor rights in export
industries, as well as those labor rights guarantees in trade agreements which are
subject to softer forms of enforcement such as consultations (rather than the withdrawal
of trade concessions). Broadly speaking, while these latter forms of linkage have been
criticized by some in the human rights community as ineffective, they do, at least, have
the potential to make a positive impact on human rights within EPZs, and they have
been considerably less controversial than explicit trade conditionality.
On the other hand, explicit conditionality in trade agreements – such that a violation of
labor rights in one country permits its trading partners to impose trade sanctions and
market access restrictions against it – has always been highly controversial.142 Those in
favor argue: pragmatically, that the threat of withdrawal of market access can in some
circumstances be a very effective form of leverage on foreign countries who are
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laggards on labor rights issues; morally, that in principle a country ought not to accept
on their markets products which have been made in violation of core labor standards,
because to do so helps both to sustain and to condone such violations; and
economically, that trade with countries with low labor standards undermines the
relative and absolute wages and conditions, as well as jobs more generally, of workers
in the importing country. They suggest that, provided sanctions are targeted, and based
on multilaterally determined violations of universally agreed labor rights, there can be
few legitimate objections to the practice. They also tend to draw a clear distinction
between positive conditionality (such as labor-based preference regimes) and negative
conditionality (regimes of trade sanctions), with the former usually presented as the
preferable option.
Those against the use of trade conditionality to deal with labor rights abuses express
concern that it will lead to protectionist-inspired trade restrictions dressed in altruistic
language; that trade sanctions in particular are a blunt instrument for achieving labor
rights outcomes and tend to cause significant damage including to the very people they
are designed to protect; and that over-zealous application of conditionality mechanisms
will erode the comparative advantage of many developing countries particularly in those
sectors in which they have attracted foreign investment based in part on relatively low
local wage costs.
At first glance, the use of trade power by one country to address human rights problems
occurring in EPZs in foreign countries may seem to be the rough equivalent in the trade
context of the extraterritorial enforcement of human rights norms against corporations
doing business overseas, or more broadly international cooperation in the business and
human rights field – a question which the Special Representative has considered as
part of his work, as noted above.143 Extraterritoriality in the business and human rights
domain remains controversial. In the trade context there are further reasons to remain
cautious. This is because there are at least three specific problems which arise in the
trade context which do not arise – or at least not to the same extent – in the context of
direct extraterritorial regulation of companies abroad.
The first problem is that there are a variety of local constituencies which derive
immediate economic benefits from the imposition of trade sanctions on foreign
countries, prominently including local import-competing industries and other groups
whose economic fortunes are related to those industries’ future. While on the one hand,
this might help to provide an impetus for garnering political support for addressing
human rights concerns in foreign countries, it also raises the risk of mixed motives in the
imposition of trade sanctions, and in particular the capture of the mechanism by groups
focused primarily on objectives other than the promotion of human right abroad. This
risk of capture does not arise to the same extent in the context of extraterritorial
application of human rights norms to hold corporations accountable for their actions
overseas.
A second and related problem concerns the institutional context in which decisions
about trade conditionality are typically made. The decision to suspend market access –
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whether the suspension of trade preferences or the imposition of trade sanctions, or in a
different context the decision not to go ahead with a free trade agreement – is typically a
political decision made within the political branches of government. Experience
suggests that such decisions can in many cases be subject to considerations which do
not directly relate to the human rights situation under consideration. There is a risk of
arbitrariness and discrimination, in the sense of unequal application of standards across
countries, and in the sense that in most cases clear and detailed reasons are not
provided to support the decision.
Third, trade conditionality is a relatively blunt instrument. Direct extraterritorial
application of human rights norms to overseas conduct of companies through legislation
or adjudicative action also has significant weaknesses in terms of effective access to
remedy, but the sanction or proceeding can at least generally be targeted against the
specific corporate actor responsible, in respect of a specific act of wrongdoing, and it is
more likely that the remedy can be tailored to respond to the needs of those who have
suffered as a result of the wrongdoing. This is much more difficult in the trade context.
While targeting trade sanctions against the specific industries (or firms or products) in
which human rights abuses are alleged to occur is possible, most proposals and
practice in this area use, or propose the use of, trade restrictions in a much more blunt
way, against all or a large proportion of products imported from countries in which
labour rights abuses occur. It is clear that the human rights impact of such measures is
ambiguous, on the one hand providing an incentive for the exporting country to enforce
human rights standards, and on the other, undermining the livelihoods and employment
of many people, who may depend for export-derived income to stay out of poverty.
Even in the case of targeted sanctions, the incidental impact of sanctions on poorer and
marginalized individuals and communities can be hard to predict and contain.
In light of these challenges, there may be an argument that human rights law ought in
fact to discourage the use of unilateral trade sanctions in some circumstances – such as
where there is a reasonable likelihood that they are being imposed for purely
protectionist purposes, or where they have an unjustifiable negative incidental impact on
the human rights, or where they are targeted so broadly as to unjustifiably affect nonviolating firms operating out of EPZs. Even preference programs incorporating human
rights conditionality may be problematic in some circumstances, especially where the
relevant rights are selectively and arbitrarily chosen, and where conditionality is
unequally or arbitrarily enforced against particular developing countries. That said, it
would be wrong to conclude that trade conditionality can never be useful in responding
to corporate abuses of human rights in the context of EPZs, and human rights law just
as clearly does not impose a blanket prohibition on the use of trade sanctions or human
rights-based trade preferences, presumably provided it does not constitute an
interference in another state’s domestic affairs. But where such conditionality is
employed, it should normally be accompanied by a variety of safeguards and
qualifications. For example, if an importing country establishes a mechanism permitting
it to take trade measures against an exporting country on the basis of its human rights
record, it ought in the normal case also to establish institutions and forums for routinised
dialogue with the exporting state, to ensure that the exporting state is given an
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opportunity to be heard and to present evidence before a final decision is made.
Sanctions, or the withdrawal of preferences, should typically be imposed as a last
resort, after more cooperative solutions such as technical assistance have been tried
and have failed. Decisions to impose sanctions should be based on multilaterally
agreed human rights norms, and should in the normal case be reserved for only the
most egregious violations of such norms, which have already been subject to
international condemnation. Trade sanctions in response to violations of human rights in
EPZs should be as targeted as possible, so that spillover effects on innocent parties
such as non-violating firms operating out of the same EPZ, or individual workers
themselves, are minimized or eliminated.
It is relevant to recall finally, that – regardless of the position under international human
rights law – there is a genuine legal issue whether human and labour rights
conditionality in trade relations is consistent with WTO law. In the case of human rightsbased trade sanctions (which are not specifically authorized by the Security Council),
the legal position depends almost entirely on the interpretation of GATT Article XX(a)
and GATS Article XIV(a), on which we have at present little relevant jurisprudence.144 In
the case of human rights conditionality in unilateral preference regimes, the position is
somewhat clearer. Such preference regimes are permitted in WTO law under the terms
of the so-called Enabling Clause, which exempts ‘non-reciprocal’ and ‘nondiscriminatory’ preference regimes in favor of developing countries from the
requirements of WTO law, provided that they ‘respond positively to the development,
financial and trade needs of developing countries’.145 These phrases were interpreted
by the WTO’s Appellate Body in 2004 in respect of the EC’s earlier GSP regime and
different commentators have formed different views on the likely compatibility of labor
and human rights conditionalities in preference regimes in light of that decision.146

7. LOOKING AHEAD
On the basis of the experience of the last two decades or so, the human rights
challenges around EPZs are unlikely to be resolved rapidly, and EPZs are likely to
remain on the international human rights agenda for some time. The ILO will no doubt,
appropriately, maintain its role as the lead international human rights body working in
the area. The key challenges seem primarily to be at the level of implementation rather
than normative development. Although policy tools are constantly evolving and new
ideas are always welcome, contemporary thinking on the basic contours of an
appropriate response to the labor rights and other human rights challenges around
EPZs are relatively straight-forward, and are probably unlikely to change radically soon.
The key problem is developing the governance capacity at the domestic level to
effectively implement these policy tools. Many of the institutional suggestions noted
above – such as the development of comprehensive monitoring regimes, the effective
integration of human rights concerns into trade policy-making, new mechanisms of
dialogue and cooperation between relevant social and economic governmental
agencies, and so on – require a high level of institutional capacity. One of the primary
tasks for the international human rights movement, therefore, must be to assist in
generating the governance capacity in many parts of the developing world to address
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human and labor rights issues in the context of EPZs before they arise. This will no
doubt in some cases involve a key role for both NGOs and the private sector.
In addition to this general task, there are two more specific issues which may emerge as
key challenges for human rights work on EPZs over the coming decade. The first
returns us to the realm of trade agreements. I noted above that some aspects of many
contemporary EPZ regimes appear to be at least potentially incompatible with
provisions of WTO law, and that there is an emerging discussion on the precise nature
of that incompatibility and the ways they might be resolved.147 Indeed, some
commentators have suggested that WTO rules will be one of the major factors driving
change in the nature and operation of EPZs over the coming decade. Perhaps, this
change will be at the level of technical design rather than strategic direction: Creskoff
and Walkenhorst, for example, argue that compliance with the WTO’s SCM Agreement
will typically require the removal of any export requirements currently imposed on
foreign firms, the removal of restrictions on the ability of corporations within EPZs to sell
their products on the domestic (host country market), and in some cases ‘extending
benefits such as tax reduction to all businesses irrespective of location or sector’.148 The
World Bank notes that incentive schemes may have to be altered so that they do not
‘primarily benefit a specific firm, industry or other interest’,149 and that requirements
relating to local content, export performance and foreign exchange restrictions will have
to be removed.
However, the need to bring EPZ regimes into compliance with WTO law seems at least
as likely to prompt some countries towards a strategic rethink of the place and role of
EPZs in their overall development policy. This represents both an opportunity and a
challenge for the human rights movement. Decisions made at this strategic level may in
fact over the long term have a much more significant impact on the social
consequences of EPZ regimes than other kinds of policy changes and innovations
currently being advocated to ameliorate the human rights situation in EPZs. It follows
that human rights considerations ought to be taken into account at this strategic level,
and that human actors and institutions ought also to be focusing on making a
contribution at that level. This may involve closely monitoring strategic developments in
EPZ policy at a national level, conducting (or advocating for) human rights impact
assessments of new strategic initiatives, and developing their own views on what new
strategic directions are likely to be most beneficial from a human rights point of view.
More generally, it will be important over the coming decade to ensure that human rights
voices are adequately represented in those debates about the strategic direction of EPZ
policy, and that EPZ regimes are re-embedded within new and stronger domestic
governance regimes which pay closer and more systematic attention to human rights
concerns.
Second, and finally, human rights bodies working on EPZs may need to closely monitor
the human rights impact, both actual and potential, of the trend towards private sector
management and operation of EPZ projects. The World Bank has identified a number of
benefits of this shift towards private sector management, and its strong encouragement
will no doubt lead to a further entrenchment of privately owned and operated zones.
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Furthermore, it is conceivable that the need to bring EPZ regimes into compliance with
WTO law may also reinforce this trend – since the activities of private sector operators
of EPZs are in the normal case beyond the scope of WTO discipline. As noted above,
however, there are at least some initial suggestions that this trend towards private
sector management may present particular human rights challenges in some contexts.
Generally, it will be important to ensure that the delegation of management authority to
private sector operators does not lead in practice to an erosion or absence of the public
sector regulatory role in respect of EPZs. The experience of the move towards private
sector management in other areas of public administration has shown that in many
cases it requires an enhancement of the governance and oversight capacity of the
public sector, rather than its withdrawal, if the human rights of affected populations are
to be adequately protected.
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